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LOCK-FREE IMPLEMENTATION OF 
CONCURRENT SHARED OBJECT WITH 
DYNAMIC NODE ALLOCATION AND 
DISTINGUISHING POINTER VALUE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATION(S) 
This application is a continuation-in-part of US. appli 

cation Ser. No. 09/551,311, ?led Apr. 18, 2000 noW 
abandoned, and claims bene?t of US. Provisional Applica 
tion No. 60/261,633, ?led Jan. 12, 2001. 

In addition, this application is related to US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/837,671, still pending, entitled 
“LOCK FREE REFERENCE COUNTING,” naming David 
L. Detlefs, Paul A. Martin, Mark S. Moir, and Guy L. Steele 
Jr. as inventors, and ?led on even date hereWith. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates generally to coordination 
amongst execution sequences in a multiprocessor computer, 
and more particularly, to structures and techniques for 
facilitating non-blocking access to concurrent shared 
objects. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
An important abstract data structure in computer science 

is the “double-ended queue” (abbreviated “deque” and pro 
nounced “deck”), Which is a linear sequence of items, 
usually initially empty, that supports the four operations of 
inserting an item at the left-hand end (“left push”), removing 
an item from the left-hand end (“left pop”), inserting an item 
at the right-hand end (“right push”), and removing an item 
from the right-hand end (“right pop”). 

Sometimes an implementation of such a data structure is 
shared among multiple concurrent processes, thereby alloW 
ing communication among the processes. It is desirable that 
the data structure implementation behave in a lineariZable 
fashion; that is, as if the operations that are requested by 
various processes are performed atomically in some sequen 
tial order. 

One Way to achieve this property is With a mutual 
exclusion lock (sometimes called a semaphore). For 
example, When any process issues a request to perform one 
of the four deque operations, the ?rst action is to acquire the 
lock, Which has the property that only one process may oWn 
it at a time. Once the lock is acquired, the operation is 
performed on the sequential list; only after the operation has 
been completed is the lock released. This clearly enforces 
the property of lineariZability. 

HoWever, it is generally desirable for operations on the 
left-hand end of the deque to interfere as little as possible 
With operations on the right-hand end of the deque. Using a 
mutual exclusion lock as described above, it is impossible 
for a request for an operation on the right-hand end of the 
deque to make any progress While the deque is locked for the 
purposes of performing an operation on the left-hand end. 
Ideally, operations on one end of the deque Would never 
impede operations on the other end of the deque unless the 
deque Were nearly empty (containing tWo items or feWer) or, 
in some implementations, nearly full. 

In some computational systems, processes may proceed at 
very different rates of execution; in particular, some pro 
cesses may be suspended inde?nitely. In such 
circumstances, it is highly desirable for the implementation 
of a deque to be “non-blocking” (also called “lock-free”); 
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2 
that is, if a set of processes are using a deque and an arbitrary 
subset of those processes are suspended inde?nitely, it is 
alWays still possible for at least one of the remaining 
processes to make progress in performing operations on the 
deque. 

Certain computer systems provide primitive instructions 
or operations that perform compound operations on memory 
in a lineariZable form (as if atomically). The VAX computer, 
for example, provided instructions to directly support the 
four deque operations. Most computers or processor archi 
tectures provide simpler operations, such as “test-and-set”; 
(IBM 360), “fetch-and-add” (NYU Ultracomputer), or 
“compare-and-sWap” (SPARC). SPARC® architecture 
based processors are available from Sun Microsystems, Inc., 
Mountain VieW, Calif. SPARC trademarks are used under 
license and are trademarks or registered trademarks of 
SPARC International, Inc. in the United States and other 
countries. Products bearing SPARC trademarks are based 
upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems. 
The “compare-and-sWap” operation (CAS) typically 

accepts three values or quantities: a memory address A, a 
comparison value C, and a neW value N. The operation 
fetches and examines the contents V of memory at address 
A. If those contents V are equal to C, then N is stored into 
the memory location at address A, replacing V. Whether or 
not V matches C, V is returned or saved in a register for later 
inspection. All this is implemented in a lineariZable, if not 
atomic, fashion. Such an operation may be notated as 

“CAS(A, C, N)”. 
Non-blocking algorithms can deliver signi?cant perfor 

mance bene?ts to parallel systems. HoWever, there is a 
growing realization that existing synchronization operations 
on single memory locations, such as compare-and-sWap 
(CAS), are not expressive enough to support design of 
ef?cient non-blocking algorithms. As a result, stronger syn 
chroniZation operations are often desired. One candidate 
among such operations is a double-Word (“extended”) 
compare-and-sWap (implemented as a CASX instruction in 
some versions of the SPARC architecture), Which is simply 
a CAS that uses operands of tWo Words in length. It thus 
operates on tWo memory addresses, but they are constrained 
to be adjacent to one another. A more poWerful and conve 
nient operation is “double compare-and-sWap” (DCAS), 
Which accepts six values: memory addresses A1 and A2, 
comparison values C1 and C2, and neW values N1 and N2. 
The operation fetches and examines the contents VI of 
memory at address A1 and the contents V2 of memory at 
address A2. If V1 equals C1 and V2 equals C2, then N1 is 
stored into the memory location at address A1, replacing V1, 
and N2 is stored into the memory location at address A2, 
replacing V2. Whether or not V1 matches C1 and Whether 
or not V2 matches C2, V1 and V2 are returned or saved in 
a registers for later inspection. All this is implemented in a 
lineariZable, if not atomic, fashion. Such an operation may 
be notated as “DCAS(A1, A2, C1, C2, N1, N2)”. 

Massalin and Pu disclose a collection of DCAS-based 
concurrent algorithms. See e.g., H. Massalin and C. Pu, A 
Lock-Free Multiprocessor O S Kernel, Technical Report TR 
CUCS-005-9, Columbia University, NeW York, NY, 1991, 
pages 1—19. In particular, Massalin and Pu disclose a lock 
free operating system kernel based on the DCAS operation 
offered by the Motorola 68040 processor, implementing 
structures such as stacks, FIFO-queues, and linked lists. 
Unfortunately, the disclosed algorithms are centraliZed in 
nature. In particular, the DCAS is used to control a memory 
location common to all operations and therefore limits 
overall concurrency. 
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GreenWald discloses a collection of DCAS-based concur 
rent data structures that improve on those of Massalin and 
Pu. See e.g., M. GreenWald. Non-Blocking Synchronization 
and System Design, Ph.D. thesis, Stanford University Tech 
nical Report STAN-CS-TR-99-1624, Palo Alto, Calif., 8 
1999, 241 pages. In particular, GreenWald discloses imple 
mentations of the DCAS operation in softWare and hardWare 
and discloses tWo DCAS-based concurrent double-ended 
queue (deque) algorithms implemented using an array. 
Unfortunately, GreenWald’s algorithms use DCAS in a 
restrictive Way. The ?rst, described in GreenWald, Non 
Blocking SynchroniZation and System Design, at pages 
196—197, uses a tWo-Word DCAS as if it Were a three-Word 
operation, storing tWo deque end pointers in the same 
memory Word, and performing the DCAS operation on the 
tWo-pointer Word and a second Word containing a value. 
Apart from the fact that GreenWald’s algorithm limits appli 
cability by cutting the index range to half a memory Word, 
it also prevents concurrent access to the tWo ends of the 
deque. GreenWald’s second algorithm, described in 
GreenWald, Non-Blocking SynchroniZation and System 
Design, at pages 217—220, assumes an array of unbounded 
siZe, and does not deal With classical array-based issues such 
as detection of When the deque is empty or full. 

Arora et al. disclose a CAS-based deque With applications 
in job-stealing algorithms. See e.g., N. S. Arora, Blumofe, 
and C. G. Plaxton, Thread Scheduling For Multipro 
grammed Multiprocessors, in Proceedings of the 10th 
Annual ACM Symposium on Parallel Algorithms and 
Architectures, 1998. Unfortunately, the disclosed non 
blocking implementation restricts one end of the deque to 
access by only a single processor and restricts the other end 
to only pop operations. 

Accordingly, improved techniques are desired that pro 
vide lineariZable and non-blocking (or lock-free) behavior 
for implementations of concurrent shared objects such as a 
deque, and Which do not suffer from the above-described 
draWbacks of prior approaches. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A set of structures and techniques are described herein 
Whereby an exemplary concurrent shared object, namely a 
double-ended queue (deque), is implemented. Although 
non-blocking, lineariZable deque implementations exem 
plify several advantages of realiZations in accordance With 
the present invention, the present invention is not limited 
thereto. Indeed, based on the description herein and the 
claims that folloW, persons of ordinary skill in the art Will 
appreciate a variety of concurrent shared object implemen 
tations. For example, although the described deque imple 
mentations exemplify support for concurrent push and pop 
operations at both ends thereof, other concurrent shared 
objects implementations in Which concurrency requirements 
are less severe, such as LIFO or stack structures and FIFO 
or queue structures, may also be implemented using the 
techniques described herein. Accordingly, subsets of the 
functional sequences and techniques described herein for 
exemplary deque realiZations may be employed to support 
any of these simpler structures. 

Furthermore, although various non-blocking, lineariZable 
deque implementations described herein employ a particular 
synchroniZation primitive, namely a double compare and 
sWap (DCAS) operation, the present invention is not limited 
to DCAS-based realiZations. Indeed, a variety of synchro 
niZation primitives may be employed that alloW lineariZable, 
if not atomic, update of at least a pair of storage locations. 
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4 
In general, N-Way Compare and SWap (NCAS) operations 
(N22) or transactional memory may be employed. 

Choice of an appropriate synchroniZation primitive is 
typically affected by the set of alternatives available in a 
given computational system. While direct hardWare- or 
architectural-support for a particular primitive is preferred, 
softWare emulations that build upon an available set of 
primitives may also be suitable for a given implementation. 
Accordingly, any synchroniZation primitive that alloWs 
access operations to be implemented With substantially 
equivalent semantics to those described herein is suitable. 

Accordingly, a novel linked-list-based concurrent shared 
object implementation has been developed that provides 
non-blocking and lineariZable access to the concurrent 
shared object. In an application of the underlying techniques 
to a deque, non-blocking completion of access operations is 
achieved Without restricting concurrency in accessing the 
deque’s tWo ends. In various realiZations in accordance With 
the present invention, the set of values that may be pushed 
onto a shared object is not constrained by use of distinguish 
ing values. In addition, an explicit reclamation embodiment 
facilitates use in environments or applications Where auto 
matic reclamation of storage is unavailable or impractical. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention may be better understood, and its 
numerous objects, features, and advantages made apparent 
to those skilled in the art by referencing the accompanying 
draWings. 

FIGS. 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D depict several states of a 
linked-list structure encoding a double-ended queue (deque) 
in accordance With an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. In particular, FIG. 1A depicts an illustrative state 
after push operations at both ends of the deque. FIG. 1B 
depicts an illustrative state after pop operations at both ends 
of the deque. FIG. 1C depicts an illustrative state after a pop 
operation at a left end of the deque and a push operation at 
a right end of the deque. Finally, FIG. 1D depicts an 
illustrative state after a push operation at a left end of the 
deque and a pop operation at a right end of the deque. 

FIGS. 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D depict several states of a 
linked-list structure encoding an empty double-ended queue 
(deque) in accordance With an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. In particular, FIG. 2A depicts an empty 
state. FIG. 2B depicts a logically empty state that may result 
from concurrent execution of pop operations at opposing 
ends of a deque implemented in accordance With an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention. Finally, FIGS. 
2C and 2D depict logically empty states that may arise in 
some embodiments in accordance With the present inven 
tion. Other empty deque state encodings are described 
elseWhere herein. 

FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D depict several states of a 
linked-list structure encoding a single-element double-ended 
queue (deque) in accordance With an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIGS. 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D depict several states of a 
linked-list structure encoding a tWo-element double-ended 
queue (deque) in accordance With an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
The use of the same reference symbols in different draW 

ings indicates similar or identical items. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENT(S) 
The description that folloWs presents a set of techniques, 

objects, functional sequences and data structures associated 
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With concurrent shared object implementations employing 
lineariZable synchronization operations in accordance With 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. An 
exemplary non-blocking, lineariZable concurrent double 
ended queue (deque) implementation that employs double 
compare-and-sWap (DCAS) operations is illustrative. A 
deque is a good exemplary concurrent shared object imple 
mentation in that it involves all the intricacies of LIFO 
stacks and FIFO-queues, With the added complexity of 
handling operations originating at both of the deque’s ends. 
Accordingly, techniques, objects, functional sequences and 
data structures presented in the context of a concurrent 
deque implementation Will be understood by persons of 
ordinary skill in the art to describe a superset of support and 
functionality suitable for less challenging concurrent shared 
object implementations, such as LIFO-stacks, FIFO-queues 
or concurrent shared objects (including deques) With sim 
pli?ed access semantics. 

In vieW of the above, and Without limitation, the descrip 
tion that folloWs focuses on an exemplary lineariZable, 
non-blocking concurrent deque implementation that behaves 
as if access operations on the deque are executed in a 
mutually exclusive manner, despite the absence of a mutual 
exclusion mechanism. Advantageously, and unlike prior 
approaches, deque implementations in accordance With 
some embodiments of the present invention alloW concur 
rent operations on the tWo ends of the deque to proceed 
independently. Since synchroniZation operations are rela 
tively sloW and/or impose overhead, it is generally desirable 
to minimiZe their use. Accordingly, one advantage of some 
implementations in accordance With the present invention is 
that in typical execution paths, access operations require 
only a single synchronization operation. 
Computational Model 
One realiZation of the present invention is as a deque 

implementation employing the DCAS operation on a shared 
memory multiprocessor computer. This realiZation, as Well 
as others, Will be understood in the context of the folloWing 
computation model, Which speci?es the concurrent seman 
tics of the deque data structure. 

In general, a concurrent system consists of a collection of 
n processors. Processors communicate through shared data 
structures called objects. Each object has an associated set of 
primitive operations that provide the mechanism for 
manipulating that object. Each processor P can be vieWed in 
an abstract sense as a sequential thread of control that 
applies a sequence of operations to objects by issuing an 
invocation and receiving the associated response. A history 
is a sequence of invocations and responses of some system 
execution. Each history induces a “real-time” order of 
operations Where an operation Aprecedes another operation 
B, if A’s response occurs before B’s invocation. TWo opera 
tions are concurrent if they are unrelated by the real-time 
order. A sequential history is a history in Which each 
invocation is folloWed immediately by its corresponding 
response. The sequential speci?cation of an object is the set 
of legal sequential histories associated With it. The basic 
correctness requirement for a concurrent implementation is 
lineariZability. Every concurrent history is “equivalent” to 
some legal sequential history Which is consistent With the 
real-time order induced by the concurrent history. In a 
lineariZable implementation, an operation appears to take 
effect atomically at some point betWeen its invocation and 
response. In the model described herein, the collection of 
shared memory locations of a multiprocessor computer’s 
memory (including location L) is a lineariZable implemen 
tation of an object that provides each processor Pi With the 
folloWing set of sequentially speci?ed machine operations: 
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6 
Readl-(L) reads location L and returns its value. 

Writel-(L,v) Writes the value v to location L. 

DCASl-(Ll, L2, 01, 02, n1, n2) is a double compare-and 
sWap operation With the semantics described beloW. 

Implementations described herein are non-blocking (also 
called lock-free). Let us use the term higher-level operations 
in referring to operations of the data type being 
implemented, and loWer-level operations in referring to the 
(machine) operations in terms of Which it is implemented. A 
non-blocking implementation is one in Which, even though 
individual higher-level operations may be delayed, the sys 
tem as a Whole continuously makes progress. More formally, 
a non-blocking implementation is one in Which any in?nite 
history containing a higher-level operation that has an invo 
cation but no response must also contain in?nitely many 
responses. In other Words, if some processor performing a 
higher-level operation continuously takes steps and does not 
complete, it must be because some operations invoked by 
other processors are continuously completing their 
responses. This de?nition guarantees that the system as a 
Whole makes progress and that individual processors cannot 
be blocked, only delayed by other processors continuously 
taking steps. Using locks Would violate the above condition, 
hence the alternate name: lock-free. 
Double Compare-and-SWap Operation 

Double compare-and-sWap (DCAS) operations are Well 
knoWn in the art and have been implemented in hardWare, 
such as in the Motorola 68040 processor, as Well as through 
softWare emulation. Accordingly, a variety of suitable imple 
mentations exist and the descriptive code that folloWs is 
meant to facilitate later description of concurrent shared 
object implementations in accordance With the present 
invention and not to limit the set of suitable DCAS imple 
mentations. For example, order of operations is merely 
illustrative and any implementation With substantially 
equivalent semantics is also suitable. Similarly, some for 
mulations (such as described above) may return previous 
values While others may return success/failure indications. 
The illustrative formulation that folloWs is of the latter type. 
In general, any of a variety of formulations are suitable. 

boolean DCAS(val *addrl, val *addr2, 
val old1, val old2, 
val neWl, val neW2) { 

atomically { 

} else { 
return false; 

} 

The above sequence of operations implementing the 
DCAS operation are executed atomically using support 
suitable to the particular realiZation. For example, in various 
realiZations, through hardWare support (e. g., as implemented 
by the Motorola 68040 microprocessor or as described in M. 
Herlihy and J. Moss, Transactional memory: Architectural 
Support For Lock-Free Data Structures, Technical Report 
CRL 92/07, Digital Equipment Corporation, Cambridge 
Research Lab, 1992, 12 pages), through non-blocking soft 
Ware emulation (such as described in G. Barnes, A Method 
For Implementing Lock-Free Shared Data Structures, in 
Proceedings of the 5th ACM Symposium on Parallel Algo 
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rithms and Architectures, pages 261—270, June 1993 or in N. 
Shavit and D. Touitou, Software transactional memory, 
Distributed Computing, 10(2):99—116, February 1997), or 
via a blocking softWare emulation (such as described in US. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/207,940, entitled “PLAT 
FORM INDEPENDENT DOUBLE COMPARE AND 
SWAP OPERATION,” naming Cartwright and Agesen as 
inventors, and ?led Dec. 9, 1998). 

Although the above-referenced implementation is pres 
ently preferred, other DCAS implementations that substan 
tially preserve the semantics of the descriptive code (above) 
are also suitable. Furthermore, although much of the 
description herein is focused on double compare-and-sWap 
(DCAS) operations, it Will be understood that other syn 
chroniZation operations such as N-location compare-and 
sWap operations (N22) or transactional memory may be 
more generally employed. 
A Double-ended Queue (Deque) 
A deque object S is a concurrent shared object, that in an 

exemplary realiZation is created by an operation of a con 
structor operation, e.g., makeideque( ), and Which alloWs 
each processor Pi, 0§i§n—1, of a concurrent system to 
perform the folloWing types of operations on S: pushirighti 
(v), pushileftl-(v), popirighti( ), and popilefti( Each 
push operation has an input, v, Where v is selected from a 
range of values. Each pop operation returns an output from 
the range of values. Push operations on a full deque object 
and pop operations on an empty deque object return appro 
priate indications. In the case of a dynamically siZed deque, 
“full” refers to the case Where the deque is observed to have 
no available nodes to accommodate a push and the system 
storage allocator reports that no more storage is available to 
the process. 

Aconcurrent implementation of a deque object is one that 
is lineariZable to a standard sequential deque. This sequen 
tial deque can be speci?ed using a state-machine represen 
tation that captures all of its alloWable sequential histories. 
These sequential histories include all sequences of push and 
pop operations induced by the state machine representation, 
but do not include the actual states of the machine. In the 
folloWing description, We abuse notation slightly for the 
sake of clarity. 

The state of a deque is a sequence of items S=<v0, . . . , 

vk> from the range of values, having cardinality 
0§|S|§maxilengthiS The deque is initially in the empty 
state (folloWing invocation of makeideque ( )), that is, has 
cardinality 0, and is said to have reached a full state if its 
cardinality is maxilengthiS. In general, for deque imple 
mentations described herein, cardinality is unbounded 
except by limitations (if any) of an underlying storage 
allocator. 

The four possible push and pop operations, executed 
sequentially, induce the folloWing state transitions of the 
sequence S=<vo, . . . , vk>, With appropriate returned values: 

pushiright(vnew) if S is not full, sets S to be the sequence 
S=<vo, . . . , vk, vnew> 

pushileft(vnew) if S is not full, sets S to be the sequence 
S=<vnew,vo, . . . , vk> 

popiright( ) if S is not empty, sets S to be the sequence 
S=<vo, . . . , vk_1> and returns the item, vk. 

popileft( ) if S is not empty, sets S to be the sequence 
S=<v1, . . . , vk> and returns the item v0. 

For example, starting With an empty deque state, S=< >, 
the folloWing sequence of operations and corresponding 
transitions can occur. A pushiright(1) changes the deque 
state to S=<1>. A pushileft(2) subsequently changes the 
deque state to S=<2,1>. A subsequent pushiright(3) 
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8 
changes the deque state to S=<2,1,3>. Finally, a subsequent 
popiright() changes the deque state to S=<2,1> and returns 
the value, 3. In some implementations, return values may be 
employed to indicate success or failure. 
Storage Reclamation 
Many programming languages and execution environ 

ments have traditionally placed responsibility for dynamic 
allocation and deallocation of memory on the programmer. 
For example, in the C programming language, memory is 
allocated from the heap by the malloc procedure (or its 
variants). Given a pointer variable, p, execution of machine 
instructions corresponding to the statement p=malloc (siZeof 
(SomeStruct)) causes pointer variable p to point to neWly 
allocated storage for a memory object of siZe necessary for 
representing a SomeStruct data structure. After use, the 
memory object identi?ed by pointer variable p can be 
deallocated, or freed, by calling free Other languages 
provide analogous facilities for explicit allocation and deal 
location of memory. 

Unfortunately, dynamically allocated storage becomes 
unreachable When no chain of references (or pointers) can be 
traced from a “root set” of references (or pointers) to the 
storage. Memory objects that are no longer reachable, but 
have not been freed, are called garbage. Similarly, storage 
associated With a memory object can be deallocated While 
still referenced. In this case, a dangling reference has been 
created. In general, dynamic memory can be hard to manage 
correctly. Because of this dif?culty, garbage collection, i.e., 
automatic reclamation of dynamically allocated storage, can 
be an attractive model of memory management. Garbage 
collection is particularly attractive for languages such as the 
JAVATM language (JAVA and all J ava-based marks and logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries), 
Prolog, Lisp, Smalltalk, Scheme, Eiffel, Dylan, ML, 
Haskell, Miranda, Oberon, etc. See generally, Jones & Lins, 
Garbage Collection: Algorithms for Automatic Dynamic 
Memory Management, pp. 1—41, Wiley (1996) for a discus 
sion of garbage collection and of various algorithms and 
implementations for performing garbage collection. 

In general, the availability of particular memory manage 
ment facilities are language, implementation and execution 
environment dependent. Accordingly, for some realiZations 
in accordance With the present invention, it is acceptable to 
assume that storage is managed by a “garbage collector” that 
returns (to a “free pool”) that storage for Which it can be 
proven that no process Will, in the future, access data 
structures contained therein. Such a storage management 
scheme alloWs operations on a concurrent shared object, 
such as a deque, to simply eliminate references or pointers 
to a removed data structure and rely upon operation of the 
garbage collector for automatic reclamation of the associ 
ated storage. 

HoWever, for some realiZations, a garbage collection 
facility may be unavailable or impractical. For example, one 
realiZation in Which automatic reclamation may be unavail 
able or impractical is a concurrent shared object implemen 
tation (e.g., a deque) employed in the implementation of a 
garbage collector itself. Accordingly, in some realiZations in 
accordance With the present invention, storage is explicitly 
reclaimed or “freed” When no longer used. For example, in 
some realiZations, removal operations include explicit rec 
lamation of the removed storage. 
Linked-List-based Deque Implementation 
One embodiment in accordance With the present invention 

includes a linked-list-based implementation of a lock-free 
double-ended queue (deque). The implementation includes 
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both structures (e.g., embodied as data structures in memory 
and/or other storage) and techniques (e.g., embodied as 
operations, functional sequences, instructions, etc.) that 
facilitate concurrent, non-blocking shared access. The exem 
plary implementation employs double compare and sWap 
(DCAS) operations to provide lineariZable behavior. 
HoWever, as described elseWhere herein, other synchroni 
Zation primitives may be employed in other realiZations. In 
general, the exemplary implementation exhibits a number of 
features that tend to improve its performance: 

a) Access operations (e.g., push and pop operations) at 
opposing left and right ends of the deque do not 
interfere With each other except When the deque is 
either empty or contains only a single node. 

b) The number of DCAS calls is 1 per uncontended push 
or pop operation. 

c) A full storage Width DCAS primitive that operates on 
tWo independently-addressable storage units may be 
employed. Accordingly, full storage Width is available 
for addresses or data and tag bits need not be set aside. 

d) The set of values that may be pushed onto the deque is 
not limited by use of special values to mark nodes of 
the linked-list. 

e) Explicit reclamation may be provided in some realiZa 
tions. 

Although all of these features is provided in some 
realiZations, feWer than all may be provided in others. 

The organiZation and structure of a doubly-linked-list and 
deque encoded therein are noW described With reference to 
FIGS. 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D. In general, individual elements 
of the linked-list can be represented as instances of a simple 
node structure. For example, in one realiZation, nodes are 
implemented in accordance With the folloWing de?nition: 

typedef Node { 
Node *R; 
Node *L; 
val V; 

} 
Node *LeftHat = null; 

Node *RightHat = null; 

Each node encodes tWo link pointers, R and L, and a 
value, V. There are tWo global “anchor” variables, or hats, 
called LeftHat and RightHat, Which generally point to the 
leftmost node and the rightmost node in the doubly linked 
chain. 

Alinked-list 101A of such nodes is illustrated in FIG. 1A. 
Linked-list 101A encodes a deque 102 With a state corre 

sponding to the sequence, S=<A, B, C, D, . . . , Y, Z>. 
Elements of the sequence are encoded as values in V ?elds 
of respective nodes of linked-list 101A. In general, the value 
?eld of the illustrated structure may include a literal value or 
a pointer value. Particular data structures identi?ed by 
pointer values are, in general, application speci?c. Literal 
values may be appropriate for some applications, While in 
others, more complex node structures may be employed. 
Based on the description herein, these and other variations 
Will be appreciated by persons of ordinary skill in the art. 
Nonetheless, and Without loss of generality, the simple node 
structure de?ned above is used for purposes of illustration. 
As a general rule, the V ?eld of the node pointed to by 

LeftHat is the leftmost item in the deque and the V ?eld of 
the node pointed to by RightHat is the rightmost item in the 
deque. If both hats contain null pointers, then the deque is 
empty. Contents of the L ?eld of the node to Which LeftHat 
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10 
points generally do not matter, e.g., the L ?eld of such a node 
may be null or may point to another node. HoWever, We have 
a special rule, Whose signi?cance Will be understood in the 
context of the description that folloWs, that if LeftHat points 
to a node Whose L ?eld points to that same node (in Which 
case We say that the L ?eld contains a self-pointer), then the 
queue is logically empty and the V ?eld of that node is not 
an item in the deque. Similarly, contents of the R ?eld of the 
node to Which RightHat points generally do not matter, e.g., 
the R ?eld of such a node may be null or may point to 
another node. Again, We have the special rule, that if 
RightHat points to a node Whose R ?eld points to that same 
node (in Which case We say that the R ?eld contains a 
self-pointer), then the queue is logically empty and the V 
?eld of that node is not an item in the deque. Once an L ?eld 
or an R ?eld contains a self-pointer, that ?eld is not changed 
again (until the node is determined to be inaccessible and 
therefore eligible to be reclaimed). 

FIGS. 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D illustrate various alternate 
encodings of deque 102 in accordance With the above and 
Which Will be better understood in the context of push and 
pop operation descriptions that folloW. In particular, FIG. 1A 
illustrates a linked-list 101A state encoding deque 102 after 
successful push operations at each end thereof. FIG. 1B 
illustrates a linked-list 101B state encoding deque 102 after 
successful pop operations at each end thereof. FIG. 1C 
illustrates a linked-list 101C state encoding deque 102 after 
successful left pop and right push operations. FIG. 1D 
illustrates a linked-list 101D state encoding deque 102 after 
successful left push and right pop operations. 

FIGS. 2A, 2B, 2C and 2D illustrate another set of corre 
sponding linked-list and deque states, namely those corre 
sponding to an empty deque. One encoding of an empty 
deque, illustrated in FIG. 2A, is When LeftHat and RightHat 
are both null. HoWever, in addition, several other states in 
Which either or both of LeftHat and RightHat are non-null 
are also treated as logically empty deque encodings. FIGS. 
2B, 2C and 2D illustrate such additional logically empty 
deque encodings. In the particular encodings illustrated, 
either a null-valued hat (LeftHat and RightHat) or a hat that 
points to a node With a corresponding self-pointer (e.g., 
LeftHat pointing to a node With a left pointer that is a 
self-pointer or RightHat pointing to a node With a right 
pointer that is a self-pointer) is indicative of a logically 
empty deque. Another encoding of an empty deque state 
Wherein both the LeftHat and RightHat point to a marker or 
“Dummy” node is described in greater detail beloW. 
Access Operations 

The description that folloWs presents an exemplary non 
blocking implementation of a deque based on an underlying 
doubly-linked-list data structure Wherein access operations 
(illustratively, pushiright, popiright, pushileft and popi 
left) facilitate concurrent access. Exemplary code and illus 
trative draWings Will provide persons of ordinary skill in the 
art With detailed understanding of one particular realiZation 
of the present invention; hoWever, as Will be apparent from 
the description herein and the breadth of the claims that 
folloW, the invention is not limited thereto. Exemplary 
right-hand-side code is described in detail With the under 
standing that left-hand-side operations are symmetric. Use 
herein of directional signals (e.g., left and right) Will be 
understood by persons of ordinary skill in the art to be 
someWhat arbitrary. Accordingly, many other notational 
conventions, such as top and bottom, ?rst-end and second 
end, etc., and implementations denominated therein are also 
suitable. 
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An illustrative pushiright access operation in accordance 
With the present invention follows: 

1 val pushiright (val v) { 
2 nd = neW Node(); /* Allocate neW Node structure */ 

3 if (nd == null) return “full”; 
4 nd—>R = null; 
5 nd—>V = v; 

6 While (true) { 
7 rh = RightHat; 

8 if (rh == null ((rhR = rh—>R) == rh)) { 
9 nd—>L = null; 

10 lb = LeftHat; 

11 if (DCAS(&RightHat, &LeftHat, rh, lh, nd, nd)) 
12 return “okay”; 
13 } 
14 else { 
15 nd—>L = rh; 

16 if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh—>R, rh, rhR, nd, nd)) 
17 return “okay”; 
1:; } 
19 } 
20 } 

The pushiright operation ?rst obtains a fresh Node 
structure from the storage allocator (line 2). We assume that 
if allocatable storage has been exhausted, the neW operation 
Will yield a null pointer. The pushiright operation treats this 
as sufficient cause to report that the deque is full (line 3). 
OtherWise, the R ?eld of the neW node is set to null (line 4) 
and the value to be pushed is stored into the V ?eld (line 5). 
All that remains is to splice this neW node into the doubly 
linked chain. HoWever, an attempt to splice may fail 
(because of an action taken by some other concurrent push 
or pop operation). Accordingly, a “While true” loop (line 6) 
is used to iterate until a splicing attempt succeeds. 

The RightHat is copied into local variable rh (line 7). If 
rh is null or points to a node Whose R ?eld contains a 
self-pointer (line 8), then the deque is logically empty. In this 
case, the neW node should become the only node in the 
deque. Its L ?eld is set to null (line 9) and then a DCAS is 
used (line 11) to atomically make both RightHat and LeftHat 
point to the neW node—but only if neither RightHat nor 
LeftHat has changed. If this DCAS operation succeeds, then 
the push has succeeded (line 12). If the DCAS fails, then 
operation of the “While true” loop Will cause a retry. 

If the deque is not logically empty, then the neW node 
should be added to the right-hand end of the doubly linked 
chain. The copied content of the RightHat (stored locally in 
rh) is stored into the L ?eld of the neW node (line 15) and 
then a DCAS is used (line 16) to make both the RightHat and 
the former right-end node point to the neW node, Which thus 
becomes the neW right-end node. If this DCAS operation 
succeeds, then the push has succeeded (line 17). If the 
DCAS fails, then operation of the “While true” loop Will 
cause a retry. 

An illustrative popiright access operation in accordance 
With the present invention folloWs: 

val popiright() { 
While (true) { 

rh = RightHat; 

lh = LeftHat; 
if (rh == null) return “empty”; 
if (rh—>R == rh) 

if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh—>R, rh, rh, rh, rh) 
return “empty”; 

1O 
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-continued 

9 else 
10 continue; // go back to top of loop 
11 } 
12 if (rh == lh) { 
13 if (DCAS(&RightHat, &LeftHat, rh, lh, null, null)) 
14 return rh—>V; 
15 
16 else { 
17 rhL = rh—>L; 

18 if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh—>L, rh, rhL, rhL, rh)) { 
19 result = rh—>V; 

2O rh—>R = null; 

21 rh—>V = null; 

22 return result; 
23 } 
24 } 
25 } 
26 } 

The right-side pop operation also uses a “While true” loop 
(line 2) to iterate until an attempt to pop succeeds. The 
RightHat is copied into local variable rh (line 3). If rh is null 
or points to a node Whose R ?eld contains a self-pointer, then 
the deque is logically empty and the pop operation reports 
that fact (line 5, line 8). Because changes are possible 
betWeen the time We read the RightHat and the time We read 
the R pointer, We use a DCAS (line 7) to verify that these 
tWo pointers, are at the same moment, equal to the values 
individually read. If the deque is non-empty, there are tWo 
cases, depending on Whether there is one element or more 
than one element in the deque. There is one element in the 
deque only if the LeftHat and RightHat point to the same 
node (line 12). As With the previously illustrated states, a 
variety of linked-list states may encode a one-element deque 
state. FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D illustrate such one-element 
deque states. In the case of a one-element deque state, a 
DCAS operation is used to reset both hats to null (line 13). 
If the DCAS succeeds, then the pop succeeds and the value 
to be returned is in the V ?eld of the popped node (line 14). 
In the realiZation above, it is assumed that, after completion 
of the popiright operation, the node just popped Will be 
reclaimed by an automatic storage reclamation facility, 
using garbage collection or some such technique. Another 
realiZation (described beloW) alloWs for explicit reclama 
tion. 

If there is more than one element in the deque, then the 
rightmost node should be removed from the doubly linked 
chain. ADCAS is used (line 18) to move the RightHat to the 
node to the immediate left of the rightmost node and to 
change the L ?eld of that rightmost node to contain a 
self-pointer. A subtle point is that, in the above realiZation, 
the variable rhL, assigned in line 17, never contains a null 
pointer, even if nodes have been popped concurrently from 
the left-hand end of the deque. Accordingly, the DCAS in 
line 18 never changes RightHat to be a null pointer. 

If the DCAS (line 18) fails, then operation of the “While 
true” loop Will cause a retry. If the DCAS succeeds, then the 
pop succeeds and the value to be returned is in the V ?eld 
of the popped node. Before this value is returned, the R ?eld 
and the V ?eld of the popped node are cleared. It is important 
to clear the R ?eld (line 20) so that previously popped nodes 
may be reclaimed. It may be also desirable to clear the V 
?eld immediately (line 21) so that the popped value, if used 
quickly and then discarded by the caller, Will not be retained 
inde?nitely. If the V ?eld does not contain a reference to 
other data structures, then line 21 may be omitted. 
As described above, left variants of the above-described 

right push and pop operations are symmetric. HoWever, for 
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clarity, each is presented below. An illustrative pushileft 
access operation in accordance With the present invention 
follows: 

14 
serve to identify the logically empty state to subsequent push 
and pop operations (see line 8 of pushiright and pushileft 
and lines 6 and 7 of popiright and popileft). 
Self-Pointer Alternatives 

5 Although self-pointers have been used throughout the 
1 val pushileft (val v) { access operations described above, persons of ordinary skill 
2 nd = new Node 0; /* Alleente new Node stnlenne */ in the art Will recogniZe that other distinguishing pointer 
3 if (nd == null) return “full”; - ~ ~ ~ 
4 nd_)L : nun values are also suitable. In general, it is suitable to compare 
5 nd_)v : V; ’ 1O appropriate list pointers (e.g., 1h->L for left-end access 
6 While (true) { operations and rh->R for right-end access operations) With 
7 1n = LeftHat; an distin uishin value that is uaranteed not to be . y g g g 

g If ggiEg?J?FlhL: lhTL) = 1h» { employed in an interior list pointer. In short, use of self 
10 rh : RightHai. pointers is convenient though not required. 
11 if(DCA5(&LeftHnt> &RigntHnt,1h,rh,nd>nd)) 15 For example, in one realiZation in accordance With the 
E } return Okay ; present invention, a “marker node” may be de?ned as 
14 else { folloWs: 
15 nd—>R = lb; 

16 if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &lh—>L, lh, lhL, nd, nd)) 
17 return “okay”; 
18 l’ 20 Node Dummy = neW Node ( ); 
19 } 
20 } 

In such a realiZation, the assignments of self-pointers and 
An illustrative popilcft access Operation in accordance predicates that check for self-pointers in the above-described 

With the present invention follows; 25 access operations may be replaced With assignments (e.g., 
by DCAS) of a pointer to the marker node and With 
predicates that check for such a marker node pointer. 

Another improvement can be made by avoiding the use of 
1 Val pcfpmleft O the null encoding in the outWard pointer(s) of a neWly added 
2 While (true) { . . . . . 
3 1h : L??Hat; 30 (re, pushed)~ node. For example, in one real1Zat1on 1n 
4 rh : RightHat; accordance With the present invention, a “marker node” may 
5 if (lh == null) return “empty”; be de?ned as folloWs: 
6 if (lh—>L == lb) 
7 if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &1h—>L, 1h, 1h, lb, 111)) 
8 return “empty”; 
9 else 35 = - 

1(1) continue; // go back to top of loop 531731151123; Node ( )’ 
12 if (1h == Th) { Dummy.L = Dummy; 

13 if (DCASV(&LeftHat, &RightHat, 1h, rh, null, null)) 
14 t lh—>v- . 
15 } re urn ’ Then, let every occurrence of “null” 1n the above access 

16 else { 40 operations (pushiright, popiright, pushileft and popi 
17 _ lhR = 1h—>R; left), except those in line 3 of the pushiright and pushileft 
18 1f (DCAS(&Le?Hat> &lh_)R> 1h’ MIR’ MIR’ 1h» { operations, be replaced With “Dummy”. Then, the tests 
19 result = lh—>V; 
2O 1h_)L : nun; represented by the left-hand operands of all occurrences of 
21 1h_>v = null; | | become redundant and may be removed (together With the 
22 return resnlt; 45 | | operators themselves). The modi?ed pushiright access 
23 - . 

24 } operation. 
25 } 
26 } 

5O 1 val pushiright (val v) { 
The push and pop operations Work together in a relatively 2 nd = new Nede( ); /* Allocate new Node structure */ 

straightforWard manner except in one odd case. If a popi 3 1f (nd == null) return “full”; 

right operation and a popileft operation occur concurrently 2 23:3: gummy’ 
vvhen there are exactly tWo nodes in the deque, e.g.,~ as 6 While (true; { 
illustrated in FIGS. 4A, 4B, 4C and 4D, then each operation 55 7 Th = RightHat; 
may (correctly) discover that LeftHat and RightHat point to 8 if ((rhR = rh—>R) == rh)) { 
different nodes (see line 12 in the popiright and popileft 9 nd—>L = DnInIny; 
realiZations above) and therefore proceed to perform a 12 gléiftsHgk htH t &L ftH t h 1h d d 
DCAS for the multinode case (line 18 the popiright and 12 1 56mm a’ e a’r ’ ’n ’n D 
popileft realiZations above). Both of these DCAS opera- 13 ’ 
tions may succeed, because they operate on disjoint pairs of 60 14 else { 
memory locations. The result is that the hats pass each other 15 nd—>L = rh; _ 
as illustrated by the logically empty state of FIG. 2B. 13 1f (DcAs‘gzggightHat, &rlr—>R, rh, rhR, nd, nd)) 

Because there had been tWo nodes in the deque and both 18 } return 0 y ’ 
have been popped, the deque should be regarded as logically 19 } 
empty. The self-pointers encoded in respective left and right 65 20 } 
pointers of nodes identi?ed by LeftHat and RightHat by 
operation of the popileft and popiright described above 
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and popiright access operation: 

1 val popiright( ) { 
2 While (true) { 
3 rh = RightHat; 

4 lh = LeftHat; 

5 if (rh—>R == 
6 if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh—>R, rh, rh, rh, rh) 
7 return “empty”; 
8 else 
9 continue; // go back to top of loop 

10 } 
11 if (rh == 1h) { 
12 if (DCAS (&RightHat, &LeftHat, rh, 

lh, Dummy, Dummy)) 
13 return rh—>V; 
14 } 
15 else { 
16 rhL = rh—>L; 

17 if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh—>L, rh, rhL, rhL, rh)) { 
18 result = rh—>V; 
19 rh—>R = Dummy; 

2O rh—>V = null; 

21 return result; 
22 } 
23 } 
24 } 
25 } 

are illustrative. Left variants of the above-described left push 
and pop operations are symmetric. 

Use of a marker node and elimination of the null encoding 
in the outWard pointer(s) of a neWly added node alloWs a 
further variation, i.e., use of a null value in place of a self 
pointer, as a distinguishing pointer value. For example, a 
“marker node” may be de?ned as folloWs: 

Node Dummy = neW Node ( ); 
Dummy.R = null; 
Dummy.L = null; 

By making a corresponding modi?cation to the pushiright 
and popiright access operations, self-pointers can be fully 
replaced With use of a null value as a distinguishing pointer 
value. For example, the pushiright access operation may be 
reWritten as folloWs: 

1 val pushiright(val v) { 
2 nd = neW Node(); /* Allocate neW Node structure */ 

3 if (nd == null) return “full”; 
4 nd—>R = Dummy; 
5 nd—>V = v; 

6 While (true) { 
7 rh = RightHat; 

8 if ((rhR = rh—>R) == null)) { 
9 nd—>L = Dummy; 

1O lh = LeftHat; 
11 if (DCAS(&RightHat,&LeftHat,rh,lh,nd,nd)) 
12 return “okay”; 
13 
14 else { 
15 nd—>L = rh; 

16 if (DCAS(&RightHat,&rh—>R,rh,rhR,nd,nd)) 
17 return “okay”; 
1:; } 
19 } 
20 } 

Where the predicate in line 8 is modi?ed to instead check for 
a null value as the distinguishing pointer value. The popi 
right access operation is similarly modi?ed: 

1O 
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1 val popiright () { 
2 While (true) { 
3 rh = RightHat; 

4 lh = LeftHat; 

5 if (rh—>R == null) { 
6 if (DCAS(&RightHat,&rh—>R,rh,null,rh,null) 
7 return “empty”; 
8 else 
9 continue; // go back to top of loop 

10 } 
11 if (rh == lh) { 
12 if (DCAS(&RightHat,&LeftHat,rh,lh,Dummy, 

Dummy)) 
13 return rh—>V; 
14 } 
15 else { 
16 rhL = rh—>L; 
17 if (rhL != null && 
18 DCAS(&RightHat,&rh—>L,rh,rhL,rhL, 

null)) { 
19 result = rh—>V; 
2O rh—>R = null; 

21 rh—>V = null; 

22 return result; 
23 } 
24 } 
25 
26 } 

Where the predicate in line 5 is modi?ed to instead check for 
a null value and the ?nal operand of the DCAS operation in 
line 13 is modi?ed to instead install a null value as the 
distinguishing pointer value. Because We have eliminated 
the self-pointers, it is possible to see a null value in rh->L. 
We avoid dereferencing in this case and instead retry. 
Elimination of self-pointers may have some bene?t in some 
realiZations in Which the elimination of cycles facilitates 
reclamation of storage. One such explicit reclamation real 
iZation is described beloW. 
Explicit Reclamation of Storage 
While the above description has focused on implementa 

tions for execution environments that provide intrinsic sup 
port for automatic reclamation of storage, or garbage 
collection, some implementations in accordance With the 
present invention support explicit reclamation. This is 
important for several reasons. First, many common pro 
gramming environments do not support garbage collection. 
Second, almost all of those that do provide garbage collec 
tion introduce excessive levels of synchronization overhead, 
such as locking and/or stop-the-World collection mecha 
nisms. Accordingly, the scaling of such implementations is 
questionable. Finally, designs and implementations that 
depend on existence of a garbage collector cannot be used in 
the implementation of the garbage collector itself. 

It has been discovered that a variation on the above 
described techniques may be employed to provide explicit 
reclamation of nodes as they are severed from the deque as 
a result of pop access operations. The variation builds on a 
lock-free reference counting technique described in greater 
detail in US. patent application Ser. No. <not yet assigned> 
(docket 004-5723), entitled “LOCK FREE REFERENCE 
COUNTING,” naming David L. Detlefs, Paul A. Martin, 
Mark S. Moir, and Guy L. Steele Jr. as inventors, and ?led 
on even date hereWith, Which is incorporated herein in its 
entirety by reference. 
As before, the deque is represented as a doubly-linked list 

of nodes, the leftmost and rightmost nodes in a non-empty 
deque are identi?ed by LeftHat and RightHat, respectively, 
and a “marker node,” Dummy, With null value left right 
pointers, is used as a sentinel node at one or both ends of the 
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deque. On initialization, both LeftHat and RightHat are set 
to point to the marker node. To facilitate explicit 
reclamation, null pointers (rather than self-pointers) are used 
to as distinguishing pointer values so that reference cycles 
are avoided. 

Since the null pointer implementation ensures that refer 
encing cycles do not exist in or among nodes severed from 
the list, the implementation described is amenable to trans 
formation to a GC-independent form using the lock-free 
reference counting (LFRC) methodology described in detail 
in the above-incorporated US. patent application. HoWever, 
to summariZe, (1) We added a reference count ?eld rc to the 
node object, (2) We implemented an LFRCDestroy(v) 
function, (3) We ensured (using the null pointer 
implementation) that the implementation does not result in 
referencing cycles in or among garbage objects, (4, 5) We 
replaced accesses and manipulations of pointer variables 
With corresponding LFRC pointer operations and (6) We 
ensured that local pointer variables are initialiZed to NULL 
before being used With any of the LFRC operations and are 
properly destroyed using LFRCDestroy upon return (or 
When such local pointer variables otherWise go out of 
scope). LFRC pointer operations employed include 
LFRCLoad, LFRCStore, LFRCDCAS and LFRCDestroy. 
An illustrative implementation of each is described in detail 
in the above-incorporated U.S. Patent Application. 
An illustrative pushiright access operation in accordance 

With the present invention folloWs: 

1 val pushiright (val v) { 
2 nd = neW Node(); /* Allocate neW Node structure */ 
3 rh = null; rhR = null; lh = null; 

4 if (nd == null) { 
5 LFRCDestroy(lh,rhR,rh,nd); 
6 return “full”; 
7 
8 LFRCStore(&nd->R,Dummy); 
9 nd—>V = v; 

10 While (true) { 
11 LFRCLoad(&RightHat,&rh); 
12 LFRCLoad(&rh->R,&rhR); 
13 if (rhR == null)) { 
14 LFRCStore(&nd->L,Dummy); 
15 LFRCLoad(&LeftHat,&lh); 
16 if (LFRCDCAS(8cRightHat,&LeftHat,rh,lh, 

nd,nd)) { 
17 LFRCDestroy(lh,rhR,rh,nd); 
18 return “okay”; 
19 } 
2O } else { 
21 LFRCStore(&nd->L,rh); 
22 if (LFRCDCAS (&RightHat,&rh—>R,rh,rhR, 

nd,nd)) { 
23 LFRCDestroy(lh,rhR,rh,nd); 
24 return “okay”; 
25 
26 } 
27 } 
2s } 

Where the notation LFRCDestroy (lh, rhR, rh, nd) is short 
hand for operation of the LFRCDestroy operation on each of 
the listed operands. 
An illustrative popiright access operation in accordance 

With the present invention folloWs: 

1 val popirighto { 
2 rh = null; lh = null; rhL = null; tmp = null; 
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-continued 

3 While (true) { 
4 LFRCLoad(&RightHat, &rh); 
5 LFRCLoad(&LeftHat,&lh); 
6 LFRCLoad(&rh->R,&tmp); 
7 if (tmp == null) 
8 if (LFRCDCAS(&RightHat,&rh—>R,rh,null,rh, 

null)) { 
9 LFRCDestroy(tmp,rhL,lh,rh); 

10 return “empty”; 
11 } else continue; 
12 if (rh == lh) { 
13 if (LFRCDCAS (&RightHat,&LeftHat,rh,lh, 

Dummy,Dummy)) { 
14 result = rh—>V; 

15 LFRCDestroy(tmp,rhL,lh,rh); 
16 return result; 
17 } 
18 } else { 
19 LFRCLoad(&rh->L,&rhL); 
20 if (rhL != null && 
21 LFRCDCAS (&RightHat,&rh—>L,rh,rhL, 

rhL,null)) { 
22 result = rh—>V; 

23 LFRCStore(&rh->R,null); 
24 LFRCDestroy(tmp,rhL,lh,rh); 
25 return result; 
26 } 
27 } 
28 
29 } 

Wherein the LFRCDCAS pointer operation employed (at 
line 8) to ensure proper empty deque detection may option 
ally remain a DCAS primitive (as illustrated in the 
GC-dependent implementation). A DCAS primitive Without 
LFRC support is possible because, Whether or not 
successful, the DCAS does not alter any referencing state. 
Nonetheless, exemplary code above illustrates the LFRCD 
CAS pointer operation because some implementations may 
prefer to forgo such an optimiZation in favor of a simpler 
transformation from GC-dependent to explicitly-reclaimed 
form. 
As before, it is possible to see a null value in rh->L and 

We avoid dereferencing in this case. Since this null value can 
only appear if the deque state changes While the popiright 
operation is executing, We can safely retry Without compro 
mising lock-freedom. As described above, left variants of 
the above-described right push and pop operations are 
symmetric. 

While the invention has been described With reference to 
various embodiments, it Will be understood that these 
embodiments are illustrative and that the scope of the 
invention is not limited to them. Terms such as alWays, 
never, all, none, etc. are used herein to describe sets of 
consistent states presented by a given computational system. 
Of course, persons of ordinary skill in the art Will recogniZe 
that certain transitory states may and do exist in physical 
implementations even if not presented by the computational 
system. Accordingly, such terms and invariants Will be 
understood in the context of consistent states presented by a 
given computational system rather than as a requirement for 
precisely simultaneous effect of multiple state changes. This 
“hiding” of internal states is commonly referred to by calling 
the composite operation “atomic”, and by allusion to a 
prohibition against any process seeing any of the internal 
states partially performed. 
Many variations, modi?cations, additions, and improve 

ments are possible. For example, While various full-function 
deque realiZations have been described in detail, realiZations 
implementations of other shared object data structures, 
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including realizations that forgo some of access operations, 
e.g., for use as a FIFO, queue, LIFO, stack or hybrid 
structure, Will also be appreciated by persons of ordinary 
skill in the art. In addition, more complex shared object 
structures may be de?ned that exploit the techniques 
described herein. Other synchroniZation primitives may be 
employed and a variety of distinguishing pointer values may 
be employed including Without limitation, the self 
referencing pointer values, marker node pointers and null 
pointers employed in some realiZations described herein. In 
general, the particular data structures, synchroniZation 
primitives and distinguishing pointer values employed are 
implementation speci?c and, based on the description 
herein, persons of ordinary skill in the art Will appreciate 
suitable selections for a given implementation. 

Plural instances may be provided for components, opera 
tions or structures described herein as a single instance. 
Finally, boundaries betWeen various components, operations 
and data stores are someWhat arbitrary, and particular opera 
tions are illustrated in the context of speci?c illustrative 
con?gurations. Other allocations of functionality are envi 
sioned and may fall Within the scope of claims that folloW. 
Structures and functionality presented as discrete compo 
nents in the exemplary con?gurations may be implemented 
as a combined structure or component. These and other 

variations, modi?cations, additions, and improvements may 
fall Within the scope of the invention as de?ned in the claims 
that folloW. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer implemented method of facilitating non 

blocking access to a double-ended queue (deque) encoded 
using a doubly-linked-list of nodes and opposing-end 
identi?ers, the method comprising: 

de?ning lineariZable push and pop operations operable on 
opposing-ends of the deque, Wherein, for at least those 
deque states of tWo or more nodes, opposing-end 
executions of the pop operation include a lineariZable 
synchroniZation operation on disjoint pairs of storage 
locations; 

for at least those deque states of exactly tWo nodes, 
handling potentially concurrent execution of opposing 
end pop operations by encoding a distinguishing 
pointer value in a popped node; and 

treating presence of the distinguishing pointer value in a 
node identi?ed by one of the end identi?ers as indica 
tive of a logically empty deque. 

2. The method of claim 1, 
Wherein the distinguishing pointer value includes a self 

referencing pointer pointer value. 
3. The method of claim 1, 
Wherein the distinguishing pointer value includes a null 

value. 
4. The method of claim 1, 
Wherein the distinguishing pointer value identi?es a 

marker node. 
5. The method of claim 1, 
Wherein the lineariZable synchroniZation operation is a 

double compare and sWap operation. 
6. The method of claim 1, 
Wherein the lineariZable synchroniZation operation 

employs transactional memory. 
7. The method of claim 1, Wherein for those deque states 

of tWo or more nodes, 

the lineariZable synchroniZation operation of left-end 
executions of the pop operation operates on a left-end 
one of the end identi?ers and a right pointer of the node 
instantaneously identi?ed thereby; and 
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the lineariZable synchroniZation operation of right-end 

executions of the pop operation operates on a right-end 
one of the end identi?ers and a left pointer of the node 
instantaneously identi?ed thereby. 

8. The method of claim 1, 
Wherein an execution environment includes automatic 

reclamation of storage; and 
Wherein execution of the pop operations includes severing 

a pointer chain to a previously popped node so that the 
severed, previously popped node may be reclaimed by 
the automatic reclamation of storage. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein execution of one of the 
pop operations includes: 

severing a pointer chain to the node popped thereby; and 
explicitly reclaiming the severed node. 
10. The method of claim 9, 
Wherein the push and pop operations employ lock free 

reference counting pointer operations. 
11. The method of claim 9, including the explicit 

reclamation, employed in the implementation of garbage 
collector. 

12. A double-ended queue (deque) representation com 
prising: 

a doubly-linked list encoded in addressable storage; 
left- and right-end identi?ers for respective ends to the 

list; and 
a computer readable encoding of opposing end push and 
pop operations, 

Wherein executions of the opposing end pop operations 
are disjoint With respect to each other for deque states 
of tWo or more nodes, and Wherein handling of poten 
tially concurrent execution of the opposing end pop 
operations for a deque state of exactly tWo nodes 
includes encoding a distinguishing pointer value in a 
popped node and treating presence of the distinguishing 
pointer value in a node identi?ed by one of the left- and 
right-end identi?ers as indicative of a logically empty 
deque. 

13. The deque representation of claim 12, Wherein the 
opposing-end pop operations employ implementations of a 
lineariZable synchroniZation primitive to mediate: 

concurrent execution of same-end instances of the push 
and pop operations; and 

for single-node deque states, concurrent execution of 
opposing end instances of the push and pop operations. 

14. The deque representation of claim 12, 
Wherein the distinguishing pointer value includes one of 

a self-pointer and a null value. 
15. The deque representation of claim 12, 
Wherein the distinguishing pointer value identi?es a 

marker node. 
16. The deque representation of claim 12, 
Wherein the addressable storage is managed by a garbage 

collector; and 
Wherein execution of pop operations includes severing a 

pointer chain to a previously popped node so that the 
severed, previously popped node may be reclaimed by 
the garbage collector. 

17. The deque representation of claim 12, 
Wherein the push and pop operations employ lock-free 

reference counting pointer operations; and 
Wherein execution of the push and pop operations 

includes explicit reclamation of a previously popped 
node severed from the list. 
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18. A computer implemented method of managing access 
to a doubly-linked list of nodes susceptible to concurrent 
removals from left and right ends thereof, the method 
comprising: 

executing as part of a left remove-type operation, a 
lineariZable synchronization operation to store a dis 
tinguishing pointer value in a right list pointer of a node 
removed thereby and to update a left-end identi?er to 
identify a node to the right of the removed node; and 

executing as part of a right remove-type operation, a 
lineariZable synchronization operation to store a dis 
tinguishing pointer value in a left list pointer of a node 
removed thereby and to update a right-end identi?er to 
identify a node to the left of the removed node, 

Wherein concurrent execution of left and right remove 
type operations on a tWo-node state of the list is 
tolerated, at least in part, through treatment of the 
distinguishing pointer value in a right list pointer of a 
node identi?ed by the right-end identi?er or in a left list 
pointer of a node identi?ed by the left-end identi?er as 
indicative of a logically empty state of the list. 

19. The method of claim 18, 
Wherein the doubly-linked list of nodes encodes a double 

ended queue (deque); 
Wherein the left and right remove-type operations are left 

and right pop operations, respectively; and 
further comprising: 

executing as part of a left push operation, a lineariZable 
synchroniZation operation to store a pointer to a neW 
node into both the left-end identi?er and a left list 
pointer of the list node previously identi?ed thereby; 
and 

executing as part of a right push operation, a lineariZ 
able synchroniZation operation to store a pointer to a 
neW node into both the right-end identi?er and a 
right list pointer of the list node previously identi?ed 
thereby. 

20. The method of claim 18, further comprising: 
executing as part of a insert-type operation, a lineariZable 

synchroniZation operation to store a pointer to a neW 
node into both a respective one of the left- and right 
end identi?ers and a respective list pointer of the list 
node previously identi?ed thereby. 

21. Aconcurrent shared object representation comprising: 
a sequence of Zero or more values encoded in computer 

readable storage as a doubly-linked list of nodes, each 
having a pair of opposing-direction list pointers; and 

lineariZable, non-blocking access operations de?ned for 
access to each of opposing ends of the sequence, the 
lineariZable, non-blocking access operations including 
at least remove-type operations, 

Wherein concurrent execution of opposing-end ones of the 
remove-type operations on a tWo-node state of the 
sequence is tolerated by employing a lineariZable syn 
chroniZation primitive to store a distinguishing pointer 
value in a respective one of the list pointers of a 
removed node and to update a respective one of 
opposing-end identi?ers to identify a node adjacent to 
the removed node, and 

Wherein presence of the distinguishing pointer value in a 
node identi?ed by one of the opposing-end identi?ers 
encodes a logically empty state of the concurrent 
shared object. 

22. The concurrent shared object representation of claim 
21, 
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Wherein the lineariZable, non-blocking access operations 

further include an insert-type operation de?ned to oper 
ate at one of the ends of the sequence. 

23. The concurrent shared object representation of claim 
21, 

Wherein the lineariZable, non-blocking access operations 
further include insert-type operations de?ned to operate 
at each of the opposing ends of the sequence. 

24. The concurrent shared object representation of claim 
21, Wherein the lineariZable synchroniZation primitive 
includes one of: 

a multi-Way compare and sWap; and 

use of a transactional memory facility. 
25. A computer program product encoded in at least one 

computer readable medium, the computer program product 
comprising: 

functional sequences implementing left- and right-end 
access operations on a double-ended concurrent shared 
object, the concurrent shared object instantiable as a 
doubly-linked-list delimited by a pair of left- and 
right-end identi?ers, 

Wherein instances of the functional sequences concur 
rently executable by plural execution units and each 
including a lineariZable synchroniZation operation to 
mediate competing executions of the functional 
sequences, and 

Wherein, for at least tWo-node states of the concurrent 
shared object, concurrent execution of left- and right 
end remove-type access operations is handled by 
encoding a distinguishing pointer value in removed 
nodes and treating presence of the distinguishing 
pointer value in a node identi?ed by a respective one of 
the end identi?ers as indicative of a logically empty 
state of the concurrent shared object. 

26. The computer program product of claim 25, Wherein 
the access operations include: 

the left- and right-end remove-type operations; and 
at least one insert-type operation. 
27. The computer program product of claim 25, Wherein 

the access operations include left- and right-end push and 
pop operations. 

28. The computer program product of claim 25, further 
comprising: 

functional sequences implementing a garbage collector 
and employing instantiations of the double-ended con 
current shared object in coordination thereof. 

29. The computer program product of 25, 
Wherein the at least one computer readable medium is 

selected from the set of a disk, tape or other magnetic, 
optical, or electronic storage medium and a netWork, 
Wireline, Wireless or other communications medium. 

30. An apparatus comprising: 
plural processors; 
a one or more stores addressable by the plural processors; 

?rst- and second-end identi?ers accessible to each of the 
plural processors for identifying opposing ends of a 
doubly-linked list of nodes encoded in the one or more 

stores; and 
means for coordinating competing opposing-end pop 

operations on the doubly-linked list, including a tWo 
node state thereof, the coordinating means employing 
instances of a lineariZable synchroniZation operation 
and a distinguishing pointer value encoding indicative 
of a logically empty state of the doubly-linked list. 
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31. The apparatus of claim 30, 
means for explicitly reclaiming a node severed from the 

list. 
32. Adouble-ended concurrent shared object organized as 

a bi-directional referencing chain and including dynamic 
allocation of nodes thereof, the double-ended concurrent 
shared object employing a distinguishing pointer value to 
indicate an empty state thereof and supporting concurrent 
non-interfering opposing-end remove-type accesses for 
states of tWo or more nodes, the double-ended concurrent 
shared object, embodied as a doubly-linked list of nodes 
allocated from a shared memory of a multiprocessor and 
access operations executable by processors thereof. 

33. The double-ended concurrent shared object of claim 
32, 

Wherein those of the nodes that are severed from the 
referencing chain are explicitly reclaimed by operation 
of respective ones of the concurrent non-interfering 
opposing-end accesses. 

34. The double-ended concurrent shared object of claim 
32, 

Wherein those of the nodes that are severed from the 
referencing chain are reclaimed by an automatic stor 
age reclamation facility of an execution environment. 

35. Adouble-ended concurrent shared object organiZed as 
a bi-directional referencing chain and including dynamic 
allocation of nodes thereof, the double-ended concurrent 
shared object employing a distinguishing pointer value to 
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indicate an empty state thereof and supporting concurrent 
non-interfering opposing-end remove-type accesses for 
states of tWo or more nodes, the double-ended concurrent 

shared object embodied as a computer program product 
encoded in media, the computer program product de?ning a 
data structure instantiable in shared memory of a multipro 
cessor and instructions executable thereby implementing 
access operations. 

36. The double-ended concurrent shared object of claim 
35, 

Wherein the data structure includes a double-ended queue; 
and 

Wherein the access operations include opposing-end vari 
ants of push and pop operations. 

37. The double-ended concurrent shared object of claim 
35, 

Wherein those of the nodes that are severed from the 
referencing chain are explicitly reclaimed by operation 
of respective ones of the concurrent non-interfering 
opposing-end accesses. 

38. The double-ended concurrent shared object of claim 
35, 

Wherein those of the nodes that are severed from the 
referencing chain are reclaimed by an automatic stor 
age reclamation facility of an execution environment. 

* * * * * 


